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Contact:  Rich Herbert

Tools For eFFICIenT label ManuFaCTurIng
Profitable high volume roll label manufacturing begins with 
non-stop production. CTC’s cutting edge Unwinds and 
Rewinds provide superior reliability, flexibility and ease of 
use. Our history of innovation and fresh ideas provides the 
advanced tools you need to prosper. See us for creative solutions 
to all your roll label automation needs.

new “spray n Tape” TurreT rewInder
CTC’s “Spray N Tape” 
turret rewinder utilizes 
hot melt spray to attach 
the new web to the 
cores. System applies 
a minimum amount 
of light tach hot melt 
glue, allowing the clean 
release of the last label 
off the core. The spray-
er can be set to apply 
the glue to the cores 
in virtually any desired 
pattern, minimizing 
waste. System reduces 
job changeover time 

by eliminating the need to move glue wheels for different web 
strip widths. Rolls are closed via the unique tail taping system, 
utilizing ordinary masking tape. The closure tape length can be 
varied via a simple adjustment. The advantage of the tape over 
conventional tail labelers is the convenience of not having to 
pre-cut closure labels. The taping system also allows the use of 
virtually 100% of the labels on the finished rolls.

slITTer rewInders, dIe CuTTers and 
InspeCTIon wInders
CTC is the North American agent for the Flexor Brand of roll 
finishing equipment made by Emis. Flexor manufactures 
high quality value priced machines including the well-known 

line of Slitter Rewinders, Die Cutters and Inspection Winders. 
Equipment features Servo Drives, compact designs and user 
friendly controls. The “Flexi” roll cart is a compact solution for 
loading and unloading rolls onto unwind and rewind shafts. 
All north American sales and service for Emis is based out of 
CTC’s NJ facility.

ulTra CoMpaCT buTT splICers
CTC’s “Power Splice” Butt Splicer has a super compact front load-
ing design that holds two 40” diameter rolls in the smallest floor 
space. Splicer features convenient roll loading and driven unwind 
spindles as standard, providing the ability to run delicate materials, 
without brakes to wear and need replacement. Both splice tapes 
are applied to the web when stopped, for best reliability. Splicer 
can also be prepped 
to make a one-sided 
splice, with the tape 
always on the same 
side without tur-
reting the unwind 
rolls. If you prefer 
outboard supported 
construction, we of-
fer shaftless models 
with roll loading. 
Whichever style you 
choose, CTC Splicers 
provide efficient non-
stop raw material 
flow into your press, 
reducing raw material 
waste and saving time.
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